Resilience and Determination: What it takes to Succeed in IT
You can view the webinar on demand here
“Resilience and determination” will provide personal stories and strategies on how to be successful in IT,
especially if you’re a millennial, a woman or a minority in the industry.
Triple-business owner Amy Babinchak and enterprise security MVP Susan Bradley, both technical
women, will share their tips on advancing in the technology industry, finding your voice and leaving your
mark. They’ll also advise on how to support other IT newcomers, once you’ve grown your own duck
feathers. After the session, both women will stay on the line for informal Q&A with anyone who wishes
to participate.

Amy Babinchak is a triple business owner and IT guru. She started Harbor
Computer Services, an MSP, in 2000. She started Third Tier, an advanced
helpdesk and other technical services for IT Professionals, with a partner in
2008. She started Sell My MSP, a matching service for buyers and seller of IT
firms, with a partner in 2015. Amy is both highly technical (Microsoft MVP for
10 years) and a skilled business leader (ChannelPro 20/20 Innovators) with both
Harbor Computer Services and Third Tier winning industry awards for
excellence (Microsoft Partner of the Year and SMB All-Star). She juggles her life
to include a lot of travel and sailing.
Amy would like to bring the Tech back to Women in Technology. Focusing on preparing women for
technical careers, knowing what to expect once they are there and how to grow their value to the
company.
Susan E. Bradley, CPA/CITP/CFF, GSEC
Susan Bradley writes the Patch Watch column for WindowsSecrets.com,
and assists with security education at thirdtier.net. In real life she's the
IT wrangler at her firm, Tamiyasu, Smith, Horn and Braun, where she
manages a fleet of Windows Servers, an Exchange Server, desktops, a
few Macs, several Windows mobile and iPhones and tries to keep
patches up to date on all of them. In addition, she provides forensic computer investigations for the
litigation consulting arm of the firm.

